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Where Do Hollywood & Vine
Readers Live?
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA
TOKYO, TOKYO, JAPAN
MOSCOW, MOSKVA, RUSSIAN FEDERATION
BEIJING, BEIJING, CHINA
WASHINGTON, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
SUNNYVALE, CALIFORNIA
MOUNTAIN VIEW, CALIFORNIA
NEW YORK, NEW YORK
REDMOND, WASHINGTON
SEATTLE, WASHINGTON
MONTARA, CALIFORNIA
WESTLAKE VILLAGE, CALIFORNIA
PARIS, ILE-DE-FRANCE, FRANCE
SCOTTSDALE, ARIZONA
CABOT, ARKANSAS
ATLANTA, GEORGIA
GLENDALE, CALIFORNIA
VAN NUYS, CALIFORNIA
TEXARKANA, TEXAS
SHERMAN OAKS, CALIFORNIA
SANTA ANA, CALIFORNIA
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI
SAN BRUNO, CALIFORNIA
ROSWELL, GEORGIA
BROOKLYN, NEW YORK
RICHARDSON, TEXAS
ISSAQUAH, WASHINGTON
WATERLOO, ONTARIO, CANADA
GUANGDONG, GUANGDONG, CHINA
WALDPORT, OREGON
PETAH TIQVA, HAMERKAZ, ISRAEL
MERCER ISLAND, WASHINGTON
CAMARILLO, CALIFORNIA
COSTA MESA, CALIFORNIA
PALO ALTO, CALIFORNIA
HERNDON, VIRGINIA
HOLLYWOOD, FLORIDA
REDONDO BEACH, CALIFORNIA

PACIFIC PALISADES, CALIFORNIA
LANCASTER, PENNSYLVANIA
VENICE, FLORIDA
CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS
ONTARIO, CALIFORNIA
ORLANDO, FLORIDA
CENTRALIA, WASHINGTON
ENCINO, CALIFORNIA
SALINAS, CALIFORNIA
SAN MARCOS, CALIFORNIA
SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS
TUJUNGA, CALIFORNIA
OAK HARBOR, OHIO
LIVINGSTON, NEW JERSEY
BELLEVUE, WASHINGTON
RICHTON PARK, ILLINOIS
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA
RANCHO CUCAMONGA, CALIFORNIA
POMONA, NEW YORK
PFAFFTOWN, NORTH CAROLINA
WOODLAND HILLS, CALIFORNIA
PUERTO PLATA, PUERTO PLATA, DOMINICAN REPUBLIC
WOODBURN, OREGON
WIEN, WIEN, AUSTRIA
WINNIPEG, MANITOBA, CANADA
RIMINI, EMILIA-ROMAGNA, ITALY
RIALTO, CALIFORNIA
SANTA BARBARA, CALIFORNIA
TRENTON, NEW JERSEY
TEMECULA, CALIFORNIA
TARZANA, CALIFORNIA
STOCKHOLM, STOCKHOLMS LAN, SWEDEN
TUCSON, ARIZONA
UNIVERSITY, MISSISSIPPI
VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA, CANADA
VALLEY COTTAGE, NEW YORK
VALENCIA, CALIFORNIA
UPPER MARLBORO, MARYLAND

STERLING, VIRGINIA
SPRINGFIELD, VIRGINIA
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA
SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA
ROWLAND HEIGHTS, CALIFORNIA
ROME, LAZIO, ITALY
SAN MARINO, CALIFORNIA
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO
SINGAPORE, SINGAPORE, SINGAPORE
SILVER CREEK, GEORGIA
PALM SPRINGS, CALIFORNIA
SANTA MONICA, CALIFORNIA
ROCKVILLE, MARYLAND
MURRIETA, CALIFORNIA
DEMOREST, GEORGIA
DOVER, DELAWARE
CUPERTINO, CALIFORNIA
CULVER CITY, CALIFORNIA
CLAREMONT, CALIFORNIA
COLTON, CALIFORNIA
DOYLESTOWN, PENNSYLVANIA
DUBLIN, DUBLIN, IRELAND
FRESH MEADOWS, NEW YORK
GARWOOD, NEW JERSEY
FAYETTEVILLE, GEORGIA
FAIRPORT, NEW YORK
EL CAJON, CALIFORNIA
ETOBICOKE, ONTARIO, CANADA
CHANDLER, ARIZONA
CARLSBAD, CALIFORNIA
BRAMPTON, ONTARIO, CANADA
BREA, CALIFORNIA
BRACEBRIDGE, ONTARIO, CANADA
BLUFFTON, SOUTH CAROLINA
BEIRUT, BEYROUTH, LEBANON
BEL AIR, MARYLAND
BROOMFIELD, COLORADO
BUDAPEST, BUDAPEST, HUNGARY
CAPE TOWN, SOUTH AFRICA

CARACAS, DISTRITO FEDERAL, VENEZUELA,
BOLIVARIAN REPUBLIC OF
CAPE CORAL, FLORIDA
CANYON COUNTRY, CALIFORNIA
CAMBRIA, CALIFORNIA
GRANADA HILLS, CALIFORNIA
HAMMOND, INDIANA
MILLBURN, NEW JERSEY
MOBILE, ALABAMA
MIAMI, FLORIDA
MERSIN, ICEL, TURKEY
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE
MENIFEE, CALIFORNIA
MONTEREY PARK, CALIFORNIA
BAIA MARE, MARAMURES, ROMANIA
OCEAN SPRINGS, MISSISSIPPI
OCEANSIDE, CALIFORNIA
NORTHRIDGE, CALIFORNIA
NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA
NAMPA, IDAHO
NORCROSS, GEORGIA
MATTESON, ILLINOIS
MAKATI, MANILA, PHILIPPINES
KATY, TEXAS
LA HABRA, CALIFORNIA
INDORE, MADHYA PRADESH, INDIA
HORSHAM, PENNSYLVANIA
HAZLETON, PENNSYLVANIA
HONG KONG, HONG KONG (SAR),
HONG KONG
LAWRENCEVILLE, GEORGIA
LEIPZIG, SACHSEN, GERMANY
LOS GATOS, CALIFORNIA
LUQUE, CENTRAL, PARAGUAY
BATON ROUGE, LOUISIANA
LONG BEACH, CALIFORNIA
LITHONIA, GEORGIA
OLIVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA, CANADA

To our readers worldwide, we appreciate your

102,032+ clicks to H&V magazine online!
[advertise!]

[subscribe!]

[write!]

Check a box of interest and mail form to the address below:
I’d like more info on advertising in H&V!

I’d like to subscribe to H&V!*

I’d like to write for H&V!

* To purchase a 1-year subscription (4 printed issues) at $64, please make money order payable to

“Breaking into Hollywood” and mail with this form to P.O. Box. 3909; Hollywood, CA 90078.
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[ Editor’s Anecdote ]
@iamBiH

Inchstones

he framework for success in the entertainment industry depends on who you ask. According to Orison
Swett Marden, a renowned inspirational author, success is not measured by accomplishments, but by the
opposition encountered, and the courage maintained against overwhelming odds.
When it comes to show business, it’s difficult to avoid measuring success. From the Oscars to the Golden
Globes to the Grammys, celebrities and newcomer artists are recognized for their achievements. Since the last
issue of Hollywood & Vine, I was signed by ICM as a producer. Judging from the tweets, Facebook posts and
congratulatory emails that I received in response, fellow artists consider it a success story to be represented by a
prestigious agency. Although it is an exciting milestone, my inchstones are what led to this accomplishment.
It’s important to not only set yearly and monthly goals, but also establish daily goals. I once asked my 4-yearold daughter how to measure success. She suggested a ruler. Cute right. But let’s take a moment to examine
success using an inch-by-inch principle. Do you know how many inches there are in a mile? 63,360. Imagine if it
took 63,360 actions to reach every career milestone. When a track star or marathon runner prepares for a race,
they undergo extreme task-oriented preparation. Knowing that you have to accomplish steps to achieve a goal is
certainly not a new concept. The revelation however is zeroing in on understanding how inchstones apply to your
entertainment career.
Inchstones are small tasks within your control. I refer to them as daily wins. Milestones are the big wins, such
as get an agent, sell a script, obtain a book or record deal, or book a lead role. Milestones are easy to come up with
but difficult to achieve. Inchstones are practically the opposite, but vital to your success as an artist success. If your
milestone is to secure financing for your next project, your inchstone should be to create an EPK or business plan
and produce a sizzle or ripper. But first be sure to read about Crowdfunding for Filmmakers (p. 32).
I challenge you, our Hollywood &Vine reader, to redirect your focus from milestones to inchstones.
Just like the HVFF Artisticpreneurs (p. 8) did when they submitted to the Hollywood & Vine Film
Festival. Inside this issue of H&V, you’ll discover how the inchstones of filmmakers, Jahnna
Lee Randall (p. 22) and Les Mahoney (p. 28), landed them on our first dual cover.
Inch by inch, you can construct your dream. By joining the BReaKiNG iNTo
HoLLyWooD community, you will achieve it! To become a BiH Member, go to
www.breakingintohollywood.org/Join.
Seize the journey!

Angela M. Hutchinson
Editor-in-Chief
angela@hollywoodvinemag.com
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Ar-tis-tic-pre-neurs ™

[är-‘tis-tik-p(r)e-‘ner, -‘n(y)u’rs]
1. talented professionals pursuing
a career in the arts
2. creative and business savvy
artists in pursuit of their passion
3. artistic entrepreneurs striving
for excellence
			
© 2013

Artisticpreneurs
By ANGELA MARIE HUTCHINSON
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he Fourth Annual Hollywood & Vine Film Festival (HVFF) celebrates
artisticpreneurs. The mission of HVFF is to provide industry access to
emerging content creators and to showcase their talent throughout the
U.S. and in over 10 countries. Submission materials include media projects that
have not yet been distributed through a mainstream outlet such as a studio,
network or independent distributor. Acceptable projects include these categories:
feature films, shorts, documentaries, web series, music videos, web series, TV
pilots, scripts, trailers and even sizzles and artist reels. Be sure to read the dual
cover stories of our 2014 Grand Jury Award winner, Jahnna Lee Randall, and our
2013 Grand Jury Award winner, Les Mahoney. For details about the 2015 HVFF
submission deadlines, visit www.hollywoodvinefilmfestival.com.

BEST HOLLYWOOD &
VINE AWARD
Title: California Roll
Genre: Comedy Web
Series
Creators: DENYC and
Michael Khazen, High
Deaf Productions.
Logline: Two best friends
Samantha and Abby live an entertaining life driving around the many
streets and freeways of LA.
Bio: DENYC is a Canadian actress and writer who recently made
the move from Vancouver to LA. Her talented writing and acting
has quickly gained Hollywood’s attention. She also goes by the name
Denise Poole for her writing. This is her second project with Michael
Khazen, owner of High Deaf Productions. The talented cast info
can be found on IMDB and stars Denyc and Victoria Hogan as best
friends. These independent filmmakers are a true example of how
dedication and passion for filmmaking can create amazing art.
Status: The show is currently in its first season airing on Youtube.com/
calirollseries every Friday. www.youtube.com/calirollseries
BEST ACTING IN SHORT FILM
Title: Only On Mondays
Genre: Comedy Short film
Creators: Elise Buedel, Tara Goldsborough
& Stefany Mathias-Butler
Logline: An overly friendly Southern Belle
invites her new neighbor to a themed party,
neglecting to tell her it’s actually an AlAnon meeting.
Bios: “Only On Mondays” marks Elise
Buedel’s writer/director debut and she
could not be more proud of the film. She
is best known for her portrayal of Laura Roberts in the Horror film
Blackwater Farm. Elise has also shot numerous commercials including

ads for Lexus and Honda. In 2012 she went back to her theatre roots to
star as Claire Standish in the stage production of The Breakfast Club.
Next, you can see Elise co-starring alongside Shemar Moore and AJ
Cook in an episode of Criminal Minds directed by Joe Mantegna. Her
episode airs January 21 9/8c on CBS.
Stefany Mathias-Butler is a writer/actor/director from Vancouver,
living in Los Angeles. She has a BFA in Theatre from the University of
British Columbia. Stefany recently directed a short film called Gloriana
which is in the final stages of post production. She is currently working
on the final draft of a short film called Blame and is in the development
stages of a feature film script. Stefany is always auditioning and working
on her acting career in LA and Vancouver.
Tara Goldsborough is an actor, singer/songwriter from Kansas
City, MO. She worked on multiple short films this past year and plans
to release her debut EP by summer of 2015. She loves being the sassy,
brassy best friend and can’t wait to see what opportunities arise in the
New Year.
Sophie Brabenec is an Australian born actress who has spent many
years working
in London in
theatre and film
before relocating
permanently to
Los Angeles.
She has had a
very busy 2014
with the success
on Only On
Mondays as a
highlight. She
starts shooting
the indie feature
You in February
with Sri Lanken
director Linton
Semage and also
has a couple of comedy short film projects
in development.
Winter 2015
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BEST TV PILOT SCRIPT
Title: STAGE
Genre: Drama/Action 1-Hour
Episodic
Creator: Dave Buzzotta
Logline: When their leading lady
is murdered by a professional
assassin during a live performance,
a university theatre department
mobilizes their diverse and highly
developed natural talents as
master chameleons to become an
underground vigilante investigative team sworn to avenge their diva’s
death.
Bio: Dave Buzzotta began as a child actor in NY theatre leading to
dozens of commercials, television roles and a stint on Broadway. He
relocated to Los Angeles after starring in his first feature film and has
appeared opposite Christopher Walken, James Franco, Paul Walker,
among others. He recently appeared on the stage again in the World
Premiere of Ingmar Bergman’s “The Day Ends Early,” adapted from his
1949 radio play in Faro, Sweden. Dave’s transition to writing has been
a smooth one, with an animated series, STAGE and a feature for his
band as well as projects in development.
BEST SHORT FILM
Title: First Sight
Genre: Drama/Thriller Short
Film
Creator: Abilash Kandi
Logline: A young talented
photographer is always
confronted by his inner fear.

Finally, he is able to find his
courage and succeed as a photographer after he finds his love.
Bio: Abilash Kandi was born in India and landed USA in 2004 for
higher studies. He started film making in his early 20’s with fellow
friends and had been growing that interest. This passion led him to take
course in film making in NYFA, Los Angeles where he got his short
film ranked top in screening 2012. His most favorite part in the film
making is writing for screen and design each shot to tell the great story.
As he learned that each element in film making is critical to present the
story, he loves to work with each cast & technician and gets the best
out of them. His latest short flick ‘First Sight’ started in Aug 2012 and
completed successfully in July 2014.
Status: FIRST SIGHT is a 30min short film with a professional
technical crew who worked with their whole heart. Production was
held for 7 days and the post production took place 1.5 years to finish
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the film. We were so dedicated and passionate about our work. We as
a team worked together and put all the efforts to get the best results in
the end. We are so happy than anything else that finally we finished the
film as we expected and bring it over to the audience.
BEST SIZZLE REEL
Title: Animal House
Genre: Unscripted TV Show
Creators: René Veilleux and
Donald Lopez
Logline: Six film and TV animal
trainers live in the same house with
the animals they train. You think
training the animals is hard, try training the humans.
Bios: VERITÉ ENTERTAINMENT is an independent production
company based in Los Angeles, founded by René Veilleux and Donald
Roman Lopez. After independently producing their first full-length
feature film under the company’s previous name, Verité Films, René
and Donald began applying their producing skills to other media.
The company thrives on being multifaceted, and on being ready
to adapt in these fast changing times in the industry. Whether the
project is in film, TV, animation, new media, or voiceover production,
Verité Entertainment’s main focus is to produce and deliver a highquality product. And whether that product is thought provoking or
inspiring, thrilling or hilarious, our mission is to ENTERTAIN. We
are IMAGINATION, CREATION and INNOVATION. We are
VERITÉ ENTERTAINMENT. René Veilleux is the CEO and
Executive Producer at Verité
Entertainment where he is
spearheading production and
development on a variety of
projects in film, television,
animation and new media. He
has worked in all aspects of
production for film, television,
animation and video games
with numerous companies
including: DreamWorks, Warner Brothers, Scripps Networks,
FremantleMedia, MTV, Mattel/Playground Productions,
Nickelodeon, Amazon Studios and PBS. Rene also works as a Voice
and Casting Director for animation projects including: Justice League
Adventures, Monsuno and Monster High among others, as well as
numerous video game titles such as: Payday 2 and The Elder Scrolls
Online.
Donald Roman Lopez is President and Chief Creative Officer at
Verité Entertainment. As a writer, Donald has adapted a number of
animated projects, including the hit anime Monster, Ania’s and Kin’s
Magical Garden and the feature film The Snow Queen. Donald is
currently producing and directing a documentary film on the iconic
Colombian singer Toto La Momposina, and is also developing a variety
of scripted and unscripted series for TV and the web, as well as a slate
of feature films.
Status: After pitching the show directly to numerous networks and
receiving praise for the sizzle, the show was not picked up. We are now
looking to reformat the concept for digital distribution, and continue to
develop and pitch our other concepts in unscripted television, as well as
film, animation and digital.

BEST FEATURE SCREENPLAY
Title: Help Wanted
Genre: Comedy Feature Script
Creator: Anthony J. Sands, Joseph A. Sands & Kurt Gartman
Logline: Help Wanted is an edgy, romantic comedy about Will, a
desperate, out of work actor who takes a day job with a collection
agency to make ends meet...only to find out that it is Death’s company
and what they collect are human souls!”
Bio: Anthony Sands is an international award winning writer, director
and producer with projects that have won New York Festivals,
Gabriel Awards and the Accolade Awards. In addition, his recent
productions just garnered two Telly Awards. He is also a published
author with literary work available at Barnes and Noble. Previously,
he graduated Magna Cum Laude from the USC School of Cinema/
Television where he was the recipient of the Stephen Gentry
Fellowship. His writing partners, Joseph Sands and Kurt Gartman,
are produced scriptwriters, with their prior works having placed in
the top ten percent of the Nicholls Fellowship, Blue Cat Screenplay
Competition, The Creative World Awards, and the Austin Film Festival
Screenplay Competition. Being screenwriters they are always begging
– I mean, looking to sell their current projects or work on their next
exciting (i.e. well paying) gig.
Status: Help Wanted and the writers are currently available for
representation. The script is being brought out to market and has some
initial interest from producers at major studios. Alternately, the team
has a background in production and is in discussion with media makers
and financers to co-produce the project independently.
BEST ENSEMBLE
CAST IN WEB SERIES
Title: I Don’t
Genre: Drama Web Series
Creators: Chad Diez,
Zachary Davidson, Lillie
Claire, Art Hall, Adam J.
Smith, Paul Dillon, Kelly
Hancock, Sara J. Stuckey
Logline: Better to have lost
than loved. A web series
about why you shouldn’t
get married or have kids.
Bio: Chad Diez is a
Nicholl Fellowship placed
writer and director of the
NYIFF winner “Laps”.
Chad lives here in southern
California working as a
Creative Director. ”I Don’t”
was shot in the middle
of filming a feature film
based on the web series
“Laps” which was featured
in LAWeekly. I Don’t has
been a passion project of mine for years and finally able to film it as a
web series.
Status: We have gotten a great response from the web series with
people wanting more episodes. Instead, I’ve written a feature version
and plan to shoot that this year. IDontSeries.com

BEST DIRECTING IN
SHORT FILM
Title: Take Liberty
Genre: Drama Short Film
Creators: Stacey V. Allen.
Key Team Members: Alan
DuBois, Jahlon Wright, C.
Michael Williams, Alexis
Codding, Terrel Norris, Andrea Torres, Josh Lee Young
Logline: Nothing is what it seems to be in Liberty’s world.
Bio: Stacey V. Allen, Chicago native currently living in Los Angeles
with a passion for filmmaking. Since moving to LA in 2008, Stacey has
slowly been making a name for himself as a producer, writer, director,
that’s determined to leave his mark on Hollywood. He teamed with
fellow producers Alan DuBois and Jahlon Wright in 2014 to form
30DAE - Trinity Pointe productions. ”Take Liberty” was their first
production and a new web series “5 Minutes of Funny” is currently
available on YouTube.
Status: Take Liberty will be available via www.staynmotion.
com summer 2015.
BEST WEB
SERIES
AWARD
Title: Holding,
the Web Series
Creators: Casey
McDougal,
Casey Preston,
Yvonne LaBarge,
Michael Moote
& Ed Green
Genre: Comedic
Web Series
Logline: Casey is a blindly optimistic actor who comes to find that her
dream doesn’t follow the same path as everyone else. In “Holding,” we
discover the beginning of a major spiral Casey, who finds herself left
behind in a business where everyone else seems to be racing ahead.
Bios: Casey McDougal is an actor (SAG-AFTRA) and producer. She
received her BFA from the University of Connecticut. After graduating
she co-founded Bated Breath Theatre Company. Casey has performed
around the country in theater, commercials, web series, and films, some
of which have been to several festivals. In 2013 Casey founded her
company, Purple Kitty Productions. In that time, she has attended the
Cannes Film Festival on a producing internship and won an Emmy as
co-producer and interviewer for a Newman’s Own Foundation PSA.
Her vision is to create work that sparks others to lead lives through
inspired imagination.
Casey Preston is a non-union actor and videographer currently
living in the Boston area. Boston based fringe theater includes
GRUESOME PLAYGROUND INJURIES (Actors Collective
Theatre), BURN THIS (Yellow Taxi) and TRUE WEST
(Cornerstone Performing Arts Center). His videography work consists
primarily of short form narrative and corporate videos intended for
viewing online.
Yvonne LaBarge aka “Yvonnetinuity” (Emerson College, 2012) is
an acclaimed script supervisor who has been working in the industry
since 2009. Throughout her career she has script supervised over 30
different projects ranging from short films and features to TV pilots,
Winter 2015
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music videos, web series, commercials, and corporate videos.
Ed Green has composed music featured in several big mountain,
skiing, and surf films with action sports media company, Teton Gravity
Research since 2001. He has garnered numerous music placements on
the Syfy and Discovery channels and written for feature length indie
projects with DiBacco Films. He wrote the score for the entire Purple
Kitty Productions’ “Holding” web series.
Michael Moote is a New York City based production sound
mixer with experience in narrative, Commercial, Documentary and
Multicamera Reality productions. Originally from Ontario Canada,
Michael now lives in Brooklyn NY and travels worldwide for work.
Status: “Holding, the web series”, as well as an official selection and
award winner of HVFF, was also an official selection of the 2014
Miami Web Fest. For more information and to view the series online,
please visit: www.purplekittyproductions.com and click on Holding.
AUDIENCE
BEST
SHORT FILM
Title: Coat Room
Creator: Jennifer
Nangle
Genre: Family
Dramedy Short
Film
Logline: After
being away for
a number of
years, Lydia
returns to her family home for the holidays where she faces the music of
her missteps in life.
Bios: Jennifer Nangle (Lydia/Producer): Born and raised on Boston’s
North Shore, Jennifer jumped onto the stage at age 10 and never left.
She earned her B.F.A. in Theatre Studies from Niagara University
in Lewiston, NY while performing in many mainstage productions.
During her summers home she helped create Danvers Youth Theatre
and starred in productions with all proceeds going to local charities
such as H.A.W.K. and Hospice.
After moving to LA, she enrolled at the Laura Henry Acting
Studio in Santa Monica and dedicated two years to studying the
Meisner, Linklater, and Alexander techniques. After graduating, she
produced and acted
in “Independence”
(Meg) and “Crimes
of the Heart”
(Lenny) and then
produced and
acted in the multi
award winning web
series “GUIDES”
(MaKenna) www.
guideswebseries.
com as well as
acting in many
short films and web series. For more info - visit her website www.
jennifernangle.com.
Katie White (Writer/Director): Katie White is a writer and
director cultivated off exit 4 of the New Jersey turnpike. In 2011 Katie
wrote, directed and produced her first short film, Treading Water. This
12
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award-winning passion project was a fantastic foot in the door to an
industry she’d dreamt of being a part of. Coat Room will be her second
short film and she is currently in development of a feature film, Self
Storage, which will go into production in 2015.
Jean Kim (Director of Photography): Jean Kim has always loved
the movies, but her desire to become a filmmaker developed in earnest
later than most, starting with a stint in a feminist video production
collective in college. Jean went on to receive a MFA in Film Production
from the USC School of Cinematic Arts, where she concentrated her
studies in cinematography. She later received the honor of becoming
a Film Independent Fellow through their Project: Involve program,
receiving mentorship from cinematographer Alexander Gruszynski,
ASC. As a filmmaker, Jean’s preferences go beyond the boundaries of
any film style or genre. Jean’s main interest lies in shooting projects that
have stories she cares about and can invest herself in.
Status: Coat Room is currently making it’s way through the film
festival circuit where it has already screened at the Sandpoint Films
Festival in Idaho and at the Hollywood & Vine Film Festival winning
Audience Choice for Best Short Film! Visit us on Facebook and
Twitter. www.coatroomfilm.com
BEST DIRECTING
IN WEB SERIES
Title: The Breakup
Diaries
Creators: Natasha
Goss, Ursula
Taherian, Stephanie
Jackson, Christine
Garver & Andrew
Chittenden
Genre: Comedic Web
Series
Logline: The Breakup Diaries follows an eclectic cast of characters
as their relationships come to inevitable - and rather unconventional
- ends. We’ve all been there, but probably never done THAT.
Bios: Natasha Goss, Ursula Taherian, Christine Garver and Stephanie
Jackson met in an acting class a few years ago. After an evening of
rehashing past breakups, the four girls decided that these stories just
had to be told. Thus, The Breakup Diaries was born. Our director
and award-winner, Andrew Chittenden, soon became attached to the
project and helped bring all
of our tragically comedic
breakups to life.
Status: The Breakup
Diaries got it’s start on
YouTube and soon found
it’s home in Funny Or Die’s
Community, generating
over 2.3 million views for its
episodes. More recently we
have also gone international,
airing on Columbia’s
own Mimosa TV.
www.funnyordie.com/
thebreakupdiaries

AUDIENCE BEST WEB
SERIES
Title: Dating Disasters
Genre: Comedy Web Series
Creators: Jahnna Lee Randall,
Gizmo the Chihuahua, Somya
von Eames, Anne Schmidt,
Katherine L Matthews, Alex
Grossfeld & Drew Dawson
Logline: Dating ain’t what it used
to be.
Bio: Check out the cover story
article to learn more about
2014 HVFF Grand Jury Award
recipient Jahnna Lee Randall.
whywaitproductions.com/
datingdisasters.html

BEST SPECIAL EFFECTS IN
SHORT FILM
Title: Somnolence
Genre: Fantasy/Drama Short
Film
Creator: Chris Di Staulo
Logline: A man begins dreaming
in a world where humans do not
sleep.
Bio: Chris Di Staulo is an awardwinning motion picture director
and has established himself as one
of the most exciting directors in
the industry. He is known for his
focused and intricate work with
actors, beautiful cinematography
and original narrative
work. Chris is a
natural-born storyteller,
and this is reflected
in his internationally
distributed films. His
unique vision and
innovative style have
led to awards in film
direction at the Cannes
International Film
Festival, Las Vegas Film Festival, National Screen Institute, Toronto
Film Challenge, and many more.
Status: Somnolence was accepted as an Official Selection to the Cannes
International Film Festival - Cannes Court Métrage, and is now being
released by two international distributors: Filmbay Cinema and Drama
Club Films. www.chrisdistaulo.com

BEST ACTING IN WEB
SERIES
Title: Common Charges
Creators: Jonathan Zipper,
Alison Whitney, John
Fallon & Tim Franklin
Genre: Comedy Web Series
Logline: Common Charges
follows tenants of The
Breaston, an upscale NYC
apartment building, as they
sound off on the building’s
policies and politics. So,
what happens behind closed
doors? Residents tell all
directly from the building’s
common room.
Bios: “We became fast
friends at NYU Tisch School of the Arts (translation: expensive acting
school). We decided to make this web series as a tribute to all of our
years spent as apartment dwellers in New York City, highlighting stories
we had collected, overheard, and imagined. Using the confessional
TV format and our comedy/improv skills, Common Charges brings
together an ensemble cast to shine light on this unique way of living.
This is a story for anyone who has ever wondered what their neighbors
are saying about them behind their back! You know who you are...” —
Alison Whitney & Jonathan
Zipper
Tim Franklin (Editor) has
edited for a variety of projects
including three broadcast
television programs for CBS
Sports Network and the award
winning documentary short,
“Morning Mary Lou.”
John Fallon (Director) helmed
the dramatic short “In the Dark”
and the comedic web series “My
New Roommate.” As an editor, he
has worked on commercials and
promos for clients such as Bravo,
MTV, VH1, and The Oxygen
Network.
Status: Season one of Common
Charges will be released online in January 2015. Follow us on Twitter
and Facebook www.vimeo.com/commoncharges/trailer
BEST EDITING &
BEST ACTOR
Title: Another Christmas
Genre: Short Film
Creators: David Blankleider,
Mercedes Dominioni &
Nicolás Velazco
Logline: Juan’s greatest
wish is to have a white
Christmas. But it never
snows in Uruguay. His mother is sick, so he has to spend Christmas
Eve at the hospital. Fantasy, fate and hope are about to make him
Winter 2015
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believe everything is possible.
Status: After two years of being all around the
world in film festival, Another Christmas says
good bye to it’s trip with the awards obtained
at Hollywood and Vine Film Festival, which
joins the previos recognizes in USA, France,
Uruguay and China. Now the short film is
available to watch at ShortsHD, the shorts
films network from Direct TV in USA,
Europe, Africa an Middle East. Keep following
us on FB so you get all the news! www.
facebook.com/AnotherChristmas

2013 HVFF WINNERS

one fiancé, and a chocolate cake...
Bio: Erin Carere (nee Muir), producer/
actress/ singer/ composer/ comedienne.
She most recently played John Lennon’s
first wife Cynthia in the new rock
musical “Rock & Roll’s Greatest
Lovers,” and has appeared in numerous
films and television shows playing
everything from the plucky investigative
reporter (Space Daze, Spaced Out)
to the power hungry politician’s
wife (Sex Sent Me to The E.R.) to
Hollywood icon, Jean Harlow (Tits
& Tombstones.) www.youtube.com/
watch?v=MAsJTHHTxZM

BEST COMEDY IN
SHORT FILM
Title: Cake!
Genre: Comedy Short
Film
Creators: Erin Carere
(nee Muir), Bronic
Bednarek, Yana Galuz,
Carlo Carere and Eva
Konstantopoulos.
Logline: Two women,

BEST DIRECTING IN WEB SERIES
Title: Death Inc.
Genre: Comedy Short Film
Creator: Sandra J. Payne
Logline: Life’s a gamble. Sometimes, you have to play against the odds
to win – especially when you’re dealing with
the inner workings of the Grim Reaper’s
bureaucracy.
Bio: Sandra J. Payne is an award-winning
Writer/Director/Producer and president
of the boutique production company,
SPwrite Productions, LLC, specializing in
digital content and reality-show sizzle reels.
Her company has produced more than 90
episodes of web series, including a 2014
series called “(it) Bits | Green Tips with Ed
14
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Begley Jr.,” and all 51 episodes of “The Web.Files,” the 2012 winner
of Best Hosted (Taped) Web Series at the International Academy of
Web Television Awards. Sandra was also nominated as Best Director.
She has made numerous award-winning short projects, including
three trailer winners for the Austin Film Festival, and several awardwinning short films. Her latest short film, “Death Inc.,” premiered at the
2012 Sonoma International Film Festival and went on to win a Gold
Remi from WorldFest Houston, a Starfish Award for Best Comedy
from Moondance and a Best Directing in a Short Film win from the
Hollywood & Vine Film Festival. It was recently selected as a finalist in
the PBS Shorts Showcase. Sandra started her Hollywood career as a
staff writer for the global juggernaut, “Barney & Friends.” Her writing
includes two books, optioned screenplays, celebrity cover feature
magazine articles, a humor etiquette column, and a short story that ran
in “Chicken Soup for the Soul” books plus a “Guideposts” book.
Status: Death Inc., starring Woody Schultz (“Avatar”) and Emmynominee Dot-Marie Jones (“Glee”) was accepted into the PBS Shorts
Showcase and in the fall of 2014 became a finalist for their awards. It is
also available for viewing on Funny Or Die: http://bit.ly/deathinc
BEST MUSIC IN MUSIC VIDEO
Title: Reno Nevada by The Great American Robber Barons
Genre: Music Video – original music video using vintage 8mm home
movie footage from 1965
Creator: Keith Dion, Stephanie Gwyn-Brown & Pablo Vazquez
Logline: Title track promotional video from “Reno Nevada” release
by Keith Dion’s group The Great American Robber Barons. Using his
father’s 8mm home movie footage from Reno NV in 1965 showcasing
imagery from the fading
glamour of Reno, and the
dark underbelly of the
1960’s and the Vietnam
War.
Bio: Keith Dion has had
an astounding career as
a musician, songwriter,
producer, and filmmaker.
An accomplished
guitarist, he’s played in
New Zealand’s classic
cult group The Ponsonby DC’s, San Francisco groups The Ophelias,
3:05 AM, and Corsica, and has recorded or performed with Noel
Redding of The Jimi Hendrix Experience, Arthur Lee, members of The
Kinks, Thin Lizzy, Santana, The Counting Crows, Weather Report,
Herbie Hancock’s Headhunters, and The Mahavishnu Orchestra.
He’s currently at work on his new
projects –West Cork Tuning - a
biographical documentary on Noel
Redding, and recording the new
album by The Great American
Robber Barons “The End of
Revolution Coming” featuring
Diana Mangano.
Status: West Cork Tuning: The
Noel Redding Story, is about to
be launched with support from
the Irish Government Minister of Culture and Art and the Irish
Film Board. Ned O’Hanlon has signed on to co-produce the film.
www.305am.com

BEST TV PILOT
SCRIPT
Title: Pose n’ Connie
PROSE ‘N CONNIE
Genre: TV Sitcom Pilot
Creators: Grace Fraga &
Clay Heery
Logline: Three
generations of strongwiled Latinas living
under one roof in L.A. and in order to serve the growing LatinoAmerican market, the script was written in both English and Spanish.
Bios: GRAGE FRAGA is a multi-faceted hyphenate: A comedianactress-author-producer and more, all in two languages! She’s appeared
on every Spanish-language network in the U.S., and most of the
English speaking ones as well. She holds two Masters’ degrees, and
recently hosted and produced a series pilot for PBS.
CLAY HEERY is an accomplished performer, author and
comedy writer. He has written several original sitcom pilots and
all have been award winners, including the prestigious ”America’s
Best” Screenwriting Competition, which he has won twice, both times
for sitcoms..
Status: Under consideration by major network.
BEST SHORT FILM
Title: Calling Charlie
Genre: Psychological
Thriller, Short Film
Creators: Michael
Clark, Josh Negrin, Joe
Hendrickson & Ken
Jacobsen
Logline: A young
unassuming man finds
himself at a cross roads in his life. Those roads become precarious when
he starts receiving mysterious calls from the elevator call box offering
him guidance.
Bios: Michael
Clark, is a
actor, writer,
director.
Currently he
can be seen
in movie
theaters acting
in the Geico
“Hump Day/
Movie Day”
commercial. In
addition he produced, wrote, directed, and starred in five short films.
Most recent are “Morning Star”, a supernatural thriller, “Calling Charlie”
a psychological thriller, 2013 best short film winner in HVFF.
Josh Negrin, Streamy Award-winning producer (“Kevin Pollak’s
Chat Show”) and passionate filmmaker. When not making comedies
for the front page of funnyordie.com, he’s blowing stuff up (on screen)
or directing esoteric short films that are so broad, he likes to call them
“interpretive” films. https://vimeo.com/42054012

BEST MUSIC IN SHORT FILM
BEST VISUAL EFFECTS IN
SHORT FILM
Title: “Whole ‘Nother Level” 2013
Genre: Drama Short Film
Creators: Bruce B. Gordon, Horatio
Gordon, Chester McDermott, David
Raiklen, Jean Baptiste Bocle & Sterling
Campbell.
Logline: Randy Larson is a
20-year-old with cerebral palsy, who
wants to pass the final dexterity test
given to him by an occupational
therapist. If he passes the test, he’ll
qualify for job training and independent
housing assistance. If not, his parents will be forced to put him in an
institution.
Bio: Bruce B. Gordon has written, directed and produced numerous
short films, commercials and promos. He currently has multiple feature
film projects in various stages of development. His company, Bruce
Gordon Media, has an enduring passion for telling stories of healing
and recovery that entertain international audiences, win critical awards,
and have blockbuster success at the worldwide box office. His films are
designed to bring people together, by focusing on our commonality as
humans, as opposed to our individual differences. He is currently in
the process of securing executive producers,
financing and distribution for his slate of
three feature film projects.
Status: Still being selected for festivals after
its Festival de Cannes Short Film Corner
participation, it has screened in India (the
Jagran Film Festival), and again in France
(the Festival des 24 Courts and the Festival
Entr’2 Marches). It has garnered three
VOD distribution deals, including one with
IndieFlix.
wholenotherlevel.wix.com/shortfilm
BEST ENSEMBLE CAST IN FEATURE FILM
Title: Young Love
Genre: Romantic Comedy and Feature Film
Creators: Ralston Ramsay, JaQwan Kelly, Anna Bredikhina, Chantal
Maurice, Shadner Ifrene, Joseph Foster, Ralston Ramsay, Karen
Sepulveda, Daisia Glover, JaQwan Kelly, Malik Fortune, Rodd Porter,
Selena Sanchez, Kecia Romiel & Daniel Faustin
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Logline: Deshawn must make a decision on what he wants to do for
college. He has to decide to either follow his parents footsteps and
attend an HBCU, go to his dream school Syracuse or study abroad with
his Italian girlfriend whom his family has never met.
Bios: Born January 2, 1995
in New York City, Ralston
Ramsay has been a part of
the Catholic School system
since the age of five. In 2013,
he became a freshman student
at Morgan State University in
Baltimore, MD. He became
inspired by filmmakers such
as Spike Lee, Tyler Perry, and
John Singleton. In 2011, he joined a non-profit organization called
The Ghetto Film School. In this program, he made his first six minute
film called, “Mama’s Boy,” which won first place prize from Google.
After, he went on to make a Target Commercial and then traveled to
Johannesburg, South Africa to shoot a 15-minute short film. Today,
he has transferred to Mercy College and interns with NBCUniversal.
He also continues to create his own independent films and currently
working on his first two hour film called “Where I Belong.”
JaQwan J. Kelly is a 19 year-old Harlem, New York native. He
is currently a sophomore at SUNY Purchase studying Theatre and
Performance. He started acting at the age of 8 in grade school and
furthered his acting education when he was 13 at the Harlem School
of the Arts. His credits include: American People (Sundance Institute),
Vote for Us (SUNY Purchase Student Film), Night Jogging (Focus
on French Film Festival Entry), and Hamlet (Workshop Theatre
Company). JaQwan’s hobbies and skills include acting, writing, dancing,
rapping and boxing. He owes all of his blessings to God and his
loving parents. Special thanks to his management: Connecting Talent
Company and Innovative Artists.
Kecia Romiel’s career began as a sophomore in High School
advocating Child Rights in America. As a child, she watched a film by
Hayao Miyazaki called Spirited Away and fell in love with storytelling.
That movie sparked her interest in film at an early age. In 2012, her
screenplay was shot on location in Johannesburg, South Africa, and
screened at the Bronx Film Festival in 2013. Before her trip to South
Africa, Kecia has continued her involvement in Ralston Ramsey’s films
as a sound woman, assistant director, and a helpful consultant on his
films. She studies Writing at Ithaca College.
Rodd Porter Jr. is a filmmaker from Bridgeport, Connecticut.
He attended Brien McMahon High School in Norwalk Connecticut.
Currently, he is attending Concordia College and majoring in
Psychology and New Media. He is a Eagle Scout.
www.ralstonramsayprods.com
BEST DIRECTING IN FEATURE
FILM
BEST ACTOR IN FEATURE FILM
BEST SCORE IN FEATURE FILM
Title: Mike Case in: The Big Kiss
Off ”MIKE CASE IN: THE BIG KISS
OFF”
Genre: Comedy Noir Feature Film
Creators: Les Mahoney, Tammy Ridenour,
Sherman Hirsh, Justin Baird & Edward
“Tex” Miller
16
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Logline: Mike Case is a low-rent private detective who works out of his
car and advertises on Craigslist. When hired by the sexy yet unstable
socialite Victoria Billows to find her missing husband, Lennie, Mike
finds himself face to face with raving lunatics, new age con artists, and,
of course, beautiful women.
Bios: Learn
more about Les
Mahoney in
the dual cover
story inside
this issue as our
2013 HVFF
Grand Jury
Winner. Tammy
Ridenour,
director of
MayaExpeditions.com and CopperCanyonAdventures.com, has used
her language abilities to run adventure companies in Guatemala,
Mexico and China for the past 27 years. Her nursing experience has
allowed her to bring a calm and compassionate style to logistics whether
in foreign countries or in the foreign world of film. Her love of travel
helps her understand the diversity we have in this beautiful world, and
this knowledge informs her in outside the box filmmaking.
Sherman Hirsh has an extensive history in the biz, having
written the cult favorite “Lords of Magick” in the 80’s and is currently
working on that films follow-up, “Overlords of Magick”. He also wrote
and directed the horror movies “Love Slaves of the She-Mummy”
and “Scream Zombie Scream”. A true movie buff, Sherman has an
encyclopedic
knowledge
of film and
movie history,
and thrives in
collaborating
and creating
new
entertainment.
For over a
decade, Justin
Baird has been
a storyteller
and creative entrepreneur. In addition to commercials and music
videos, Justin has directed and/or produced award-winning feature
films, documentaries, and short films. He has written half a dozen
screenplays, is the co-owner of the multimedia travel and lifestyle
website, UncontainedLife.com, and consults with filmmakers and
businesses.
A Texas-born and -raised bandleader, singer/songwriter, classically
trained pianist, and composer first educated in composition and
orchestration at Columbia University under Pulitzer Prize-winner Paul
Moravec, Edward “Tex” Miller is a lover of multiple musical genreas,
also records and tours with his Pop/Jazz band “Layabout”.
Status: “Mike Case in: The Big Kiss Off ” was named one of the top
movies of 2013, and is currently streaming live in 23 countries around
the world—with more to come! It is exciting to know that people from
Norway to Papua New Guinea are enjoying Mike’s adventures. Here
are links for more information and to watch Mike in action:
www.thebigkissoffmovie.com/

BEST ANIMATION (MUSIC
VIDEO)
Title: Traffic Jam
Genre: Animated Music Video
Creator: Juan Canopii
Logline: All hell breaks loose in
FANTASY, when a very unusual
HillBilly drives on the freeways of
Southern California for the first time.
Bio: Juan Canopii
is a man of many
talents and
experiences. He
is a working film
and television actor, an international touring
comedian, a current member of the armed
forces with 24 years of service, a community
volunteer, surfer, certified scuba diver, pilot
and aircraft owner, weapons expert, rancher,
author, musician, singer, song writer, producer,
promoter, writer, and a fitness enthusiast.
Status: The Traffic Jam project is currently
being re-edited for distribution. Traffic Jam can
be viewed on JuanCanopii.com.
AUDIENCE BEST
WEB SERIES
BEST WEB SERIES
Title: Guides
Genre: SciFi Web Series
Creators: Jenn Wilson,
Jennifer Nangle, Karri
Brantley & Patricia
Fructuoso
Logline: Extraterrestrials, continue to
secretly live among humans on Earth. LA GUIDES, Dray, Cree and
MaKenna are in the final 19 months to overcome the self-destructive
nature of humans, as well as, fight resistance from other, more
malevolent GUIDES – ALL before Great Galactic Alignment of 2012.
Bios: Guides is an all women production team and we really dig that!
Two Detroiters – Jenn Wilson (Creator, Director, Producer & Series
Regular) & Karri Brantley (DP & Producer), one Boston gal – Jenn
Nangle (Producer & Series Regular) & an LA Local – Patricia
Fructuoso (Producer & Recurring). This experience has a been an
amazing one for everyone. Jenn Wilson, has been a SciFi fan since Star
Wars came out – originally. Then there were the Scully years, where
she booked her first acting job, because the director thought she looked
like Gillian Anderson. Well, to be able to not only imagine, but then
get a tremendous team to help her get her own SciFi story out into the
world, AND win awards for it…
it’s been a dream come true.
Jenn Nangle, producer and actor
of numerous plays and the recent
short ‘Coat Room’, she ran onto
the stage at age 10 and never
looked back. After receiving her
BFA in Theater from Niagara

University, she pointed her car west and drove in search of sunshine and
the Hollywood sign. And she found it! Karri Brantley, with a resume
that spans Detroit, North Carolina, theatre, sketch and her
photography business, felt the natural next step would be to move to
Los Angeles to pursue those opportunities. She is currently focusing on
developing several projects for both film and television as well as a VO
career. Patricia Fructusoso (like “virtuoso”) is a Bruin and L.A., Cali
native. She is a member of Towne Street Theatre, a regular narrator for
Audible.com, and as the E.P. of GUIDES (the award-winning web
series) she co-stars as her favorite character to play: the lead villain.
BEST ACTING IN SHORT
FILM
Title: The Trial of Ben Barry
Genre: Drama Short Film
Creators: Shea E. Butler, Jane
Loughman, Patrick Meade Jones,
Daly Parke & Sue DemskeyHoriuchi
Logline: An estranged father and
son and the sins of their past
– their remorse, reconciliation
and redemption. THE TRIAL
OF BEN BARRY is an awardwinning 33 minute film starring
Richard Roundtree (SHAFT) and
Lawrence Gilliard, Jr. (HBO’s THE WIRE and
WALKING DEAD) and is directed by Shea E.
Butler.
Bios: Shea E. Butler, award winning Director for
“The Trial Of Ben Barry,” has directed a segment
of the film “Brad’s Untitled Restaurant Project”
being released on Vimeo VOD, monologues
of “The Vagina Monologues“ for charity and is
currently directing a short, “The Waystation.”
Shea’s adapted the novel, “Lantana Rules: Pirates at Lat 10,” with the
book’s author, written a film noir feature set in Las Vegas and is the cocreator of the comic book, UNDERCOVER COCKROACH. She is
currently writing a teen coming of age story and was accepted into and
completed the 2014 Warner Bros. Television Director’s Workshop.
Producer Jane Longman’s first independent feature film
production, A Dog’s Breakfast, was made for $125,000. The film
was picked up for distribution by MGM/20th Century Fox Home
Entertainment, and has subsequently gone on to gross over $1.3
million. She is currently in development on a number of projects
including the sci-fi comedy Starcrossed for NBC Universal’s SyFy
network, and is in post production on Debug, an edgy paranormal
thriller set on board a space ship. Her company Starcrossed Media Inc.
is also developing a vary ied slate of reality series for television.
DP Patrick Meade Jones migrated from Chicago for Los Angeles
determined to become a filmmaker. As a dyslexic and, therefore, a visual
and tactile person, the creation of meaningful imagery became his
greatest passion. After graduating from Loyola Marymount University’s
School of Film and Television, Jones got his start working as a Digital
Imaging Technician (Local 600) working for some of the industry’s top
cinematographers. As a Cinematographer, he has shot 5 features, short
films, commercials and music videos. Two of his shorts were honored
in the Emerging Cinematographer Awards by the International
Cinematographers Guild in 2009 and 2010.
Winter 2015
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JAHNNA
LEE
RANDALL

By ANGELA M. HUTCHINSON

GRAND JURY WINNER ’14
riven. Diligent. Dedicated... Those adjectives and these industry hats: actress, writer
and producer and director, best describe Jahnna Lee Randall. Oh and let’s not forget
recipient of the 2014 Grand Jury Award at the 3rd Annual Hollywood & Vine Film Festival.
Randall also nabbed two other HVFF awards, Audience Best Web Series and Best Script in a Web
Series Award. Originally from Wisconsin, this triple-threat artisticpreneur moved to California to
reach her dreams of working in the entertainment industry. Randall is tenacious, single-minded,
focused, and loves working on anything artistic. Most mornings she is busy filming, by the
afternoon she is either on-camera as an actress or auditioning. Then at night she writes until the
break of dawn... and then it all begins again.
As an actress, her résumé boasts numerous features, pilots, independent films, award-winning
web series, shorts, as well as television, music video, commercial and radio appearances. Through
this vast array of experiences, Randall realized that she is interested in both acting and behind
the camera work. She no longer felt the need to wait around for auditions and decided to shape
her own destiny by creating opportunities and launching her own production company, Why
Wait Productions. She has been writing and directing ever since and all of this has led her to
the creation of “Dating Disasters.” She was inspired to create something funny, widely relatable
and geared towards modern audiences. Once this was all determined, Randall set out to build a
core team and she could not have asked for a more passionate group of talented and dedicated
individuals who make for an amazing and collaborative team effort.
Hollywood & Vine is pleased to share with you an intimate interview with Ms. Jahnna Lee
Randall, a true rising star.
Winter 2015
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What was the inspiration behind your HVFF
award-winning web series, “Dating Disasters”?
I recently finished the festival circuit with my first
web series, the award-winning, “2FUR1,” and wanted to create
something new and geared towards modern web-viewing
audiences. I took into consideration, not only today’s short
attention-spans, but also relatability of content. I pondered
this at length while attending YouTube and filmmaking classes,
as well as film seminars. Then one day it finally hit me: What
seems to be on the mind of every single person? DATING!...
and/or how difficult it is to find someone this day in age...
ding ding ding... a light bulb went off and I set out to build a
powerhouse production team to work in front of and behind
the cameras.
Season One’s nine episodes were shot across ten days, and
most in a single day. We couldn’t be happier with the amazing
work of the entire DD team. We hope you enjoy watching our
series as much as we enjoyed making it!
What was your favorite on set moment?
Everyday. I was blessed with an amazing team
that it didn’t feel like work. We weren’t stressed
and everything ran smoothly. It was like we were all in sync
with one another. This isn’t the first project I’ve created so I
have been building a solid team and have kept the motivated,
dedicated team members to keep moving forward. I hope one
day to build Why Wait Productions like Adam Sandler did
with Happy Madison. Where he works with the same team. I
would like to create my Why Wait Productions family!
Which artistic craft do you enjoy most?
Acting is my number one (writing comes a close
second), but I have to produce or things won’t get
done. I was tired of auditioning everyday, booking things and
then never getting the projects back because they would either
not look that good or never get finished. I finally said enough
waiting. I am going to create my own film company, Why Wait
Productions, and make stuff actually happen!
How did you fund your web series?
Student loans…Horrible I know. But I love
filmmaking and the only way to create films is
with money. With being a struggling actress, auditioning like
15 times a week, it is hard to have another steady job to help
pay for my endeavors. Also a couple of the wonderful DD
team members chipped in for renting and crafty (Somya,
Marco, Alex, Drew, Katherine, Anne & CJ)! Filmmaking is
teamwork and no one person can do it alone.

“Filmmaking is
teamwork and no one
person can do it alone.”
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What is it like collaborating with your talented
dog Gizmo?
Amazing, but sometimes he can be a little diva
since he always wants to play the lead! But he sure is a natural
in front of the camera so I just put up with his demands from
his own trailer.
How did you find your cast and crew for your
web series?
From previous projects I created and bringing on

a few new people that I knew were talented and driven on the
projects they’ve created. I did a casting call in Hollywood to
audition some parts that weren’t already cast by actors from
my previous films. It also helped to have a bunch of content
that I already created so people could see my work. Amazingly
enough they liked it and wanted to be apart of the team.
Finish this sentence Breaking into Hollywood is
all about....
...making connections and building a dedicated
motivated team to grow together to make it in the industry.
What’s next for you?
I am finishing up writing my comedy feature film
and in the works of creating a new vlog web series
called Dear YouTube that will be released this spring. I’m also
trying to build more notice with our YouTube channel that has
all of Why Wait Productions content on it. I’d love for people
to see the channel and know that we exist. Then our web series
could possibly be picked up on Netflix and/or Hulu since in
today’s generation it seems that a lot are leaning more towards
online. It’s wonderful that anyone that sets their mind to their
filmmaking dream can now create it due to DSLR’s and the
Internet! Just go out there and create your own destiny!
www.YouTube.com/JahnnaRandall
Angela Marie Hutchinson is the author
of various literary works, including four
books, several screenplays and a plethora of
magazine articles in Hollywood & Vine,
Diversity Careers in Engineering & IT
and Valley Lawyer. She resides in Los
Angeles with her husband of twelve years
and three young children.
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4Artists
Habits of

Successful

How to Survive and Thrive in the
City of Dreams and Procrastination

By PATRICIA VENEMAN
ake a look at the faces of the tourists and newcomer
artists making a pilgrimage to have their picture taken
in front of the Hollywood sign. Why is it so important to them? Why does it matter? It matters because
Hollywood represents a kingdom where imagination is
everything. It is a place where meaning itself is created, innovation is generated, talent is discovered and fame is no longer
a fantasy. Every successful actor, director, writer, producer

or industry pro who has broken into Hollywood did so by
mastering professional habits. Perhaps Aristotle defined habit
best: “We are what we repeatedly do. Excellence then, is not an
act, but a habit.” If you’ve made a sincere commitment to your
entertainment career, then it will greatly benefit you to develop
a regular tendency or practice. These four professional habits
are worth picking up.

“We are what we repeatedly do. Excellence then, is not an act, but a habit.” - Aristotle
24
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1. Network with the Right People

The saying, “It’s not what you know, but who you know...and
who knows you,” especially holds true in Los Angeles. You may
have written the most remarkable screenplay; you may have an
amazing reel and be the next Steven Spielberg, but if you can’t
show your talent to the right people you will not break in. So
make a list of everyone you know. Contact them and mention
your career pursuits. Make another list of everyone you know
who knows someone in Hollywood. Contact them and ask for
advice or help but with a specific goal in mind. Never contact a
prominent professional or mentor with an open-ended invitation to help you in any way that they can. Successful people
often maintain extremely busy schedules so valuing their time is
important.
Make an agreement with yourself to have lunch with one
new person in the business once a week. Consider treating them
if that’s in your budget. No matter what make it happen, even if
you are an introvert. This professional habit alone will eventually
generate heat and friction. It will open up new worlds, ideas,
places and prevent depression.
As you work hard you will begin to form a network of
contacts that will move you from just surviving to thriving. So
network. Join a writing group. It is one way of socializing and
can be used to meet personal goals. Or, find a good coffee house
where you feel comfortable writing and make an effort to meet
people. Another way to network is to frequent a good industry
bookstore. Samuel French Bookstore on Sunset Boulevard has
the largest selection of dramatic arts books. There, you can meet
people, perform research on your craft and gather information to
formulate your target.
Also, attend events like those sponsored by Breaking into
Hollywood which host Q&A discussions with power players.
Cultivate these people. Take them out to dinner. Stay in touch.
But be careful before you tap these resources for a favor. You
must be ready with compelling work because you may have only
one chance.

2. Consume a Daily Dose of Discipline

Treat this habit as if it’s a prescription—to discipline yourself
on follow through of your career goals and daily tasks. When
you get a chance to network with an industry insider, your work
must be ready. If you are a writer you must write. And then write
more. Every day. You must produce pages. Every day. Write for at
least two hours. This sounds simple. It’s not.
Scan your day with the unflinching gaze of a cobra for potential interruptions and let nothing stand in your way. Plan all
your activities around securing these two potent hours of focus
because all things will conspire to prevent you. Be a warrior and
make this your practice even if you have to get up at 5:00 A.M.
to do it. You’ll feel better because freedom from anxiety comes
from following your own path with great intensity.
The ones who make it aren’t necessarily the brightest or the
best. The ones who make it are the ones who do not give up and
persist no matter what. Breaking into Hollywood is all about
keeping at it even when the going gets tough. According to the
late Green Bay Packers Coach, Vince Lombardi, “Once you learn
to quit, it becomes a habit.” So hone in on forming the habit of
discipline not quitting.

3. Eliminate Negative Influences

You’ve got your first draft done or you have a rough edit of your
film and now you need feedback. When you’re ready to show
your work, be careful whose feedback you listen to. There is danger in listening to the wrong voice. You can get lost for an entire
year, or forever for that matter.
Life is made up of opposites, so learn to hold two opposite
possibilities at once. Meaning, the opinion you just heard is true;
you should take it to heart, and that their critique will make your
story stronger. But take note that you may also have something
so completely new they cannot conceptualize it or understand it.
Another saying goes, “Garbage in garbage out.” If logging
onto your computer and reading the news or watching pundits
argue sends you into a depression or fills you with rage, don’t go
there. Toxic emotions lower your frequency. Research shows that
15 minutes of frustration depresses your immune system for 25
hours. Stay open to your own unique creative channels. Current
wisdom holds that you should watch everything and study every
talented celebrity. But some successful artists advise the opposite
and do not own a television or don’t have cable. Be aware that
total immersion in popular culture may rob you of your own
creative voice. It may distract you and dull your brilliance. Find
a balance and stay fresh and true to your voice. Be aware of what
influences you allow to enter your head. Hollywood is a place
where everyone is watching the acts of everyone else, however,
you can always feel it when a filmmaker has simply recycled other
movies in a superficial way. So get down to the bones of your
own emotional desires and fears and create your talent or vision
from that place.
As an artist you can invite anyone you like from the past
to have dinner with you tonight. There is a rich and wonderful
world of literature and film that precedes you. Get a book on film
history and watch old films. Listen to great music. Read books
on writing and film. Read the screenplays of the films you like.
Watch silent films, worldwide blockbusters and international
movies. Examine their structure. Read the classics. How many
films have been based on “The Odyssey” or on Jane Austen’s
stories? Recycle gold not garbage. Stay abreast of what other
geniuses have been up to.

4. Take Aim & Fire: Market, Target, Submit

Scientific experiments in Quantum Mechanics have proven that
whatever we focus on is what will occur. One part of this focus
is to visualize what you want. This consists of imagining the best
possible outcome for your project and feeling every aspect of how
pleasurable it will be as it comes true.
The other part of this focus is to brand yourself. Create your
own web page and use all forms of social media to promote your
work. Rethink and recreate your projects fluidly from script form
to book to graphic novel to play to blog feed to webisodes and
back again if necessary.
In order to take aim and fire, you have to know what target
you wish to hit. Research who is who in the industry and what
projects they are producing or affiliated with in some way.
Submit your work to professionals working in a similar genre.
Reveal yourself in your work and take chances. The kingdom of
Hollywood resides in your heart. Create something that means
something.

Patricia Veneman is a writer with a BFA in Fine Arts Painting and a Master’s in Film Theory. She taught Film Theory at City College of San
Francisco and her action thriller, “Selling Spring” was a Nicholls Fellowship semi-finalist. Veneman recently completed the first of a sci fi trilogy,
and is developing a low budget horror film and a TV series set in 1930s depression era Hollywood.
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Grand Jury Winner ‘13

Les Mahoney
By ANGELA M. HUTCHINSON
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es Mahoney is a dynamic character actor of many faces, and also an accomplished filmmaker
of great range. Mahoney grew up in the San Francisco bay area. He began his journey toward
acting and filmmaking with his career in the U.S. Air Force, and as owner/operator of an
adventure travel company in Mexico. Fluent in Spanish, Mahoney has lived in Mexico, Guatemala,
Venezuela and South Korea, and has visited or lived in all 50 U.S. states, and in over 30 countries.
Hollywood & Vine introduces its readers to the Hollywood & Vine Film Festival’s 2013 Grand Jury
Prize Award recipient, Les Mahoney, who won HVFF with his feature film, “Mike Case in: The Big Kiss
Off” (BKO). www.lesmahoney.com.
Winter 2015
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What was the inspiration behind your HVFF award-winning web series, “Dating Disasters”?
How did you come up with the idea for your film?
The origin of BKO was a party we had about a year before we shot the
movie. The YouTube sensation Rebecca Black was getting millions of
views with “Friday”, and we sat around talking about how we could do
a video to go viral. What we ended up with was The Ethnic Wonders,
and we shot a parody music video to the Journey song “Don’t Stop
Believing.” We liked the characters we created for that video so much we
started talking about making a feature with them. My friend Sherman
Hirsh is a big movie buff, and loves Film Noir, so he came up with
the idea of a private eye movie, since it allows you to have all kinds
of eccentric characters—so it was perfect for us! BKO came about
through the collaboration and talent of many people, and is an example
of the creative synergy which I love being part of the entertainment
business.
How long did it take you to complete the film from script
to screen?
We didn’t have a full script, but rather a scene by scene
summary with key lines and action/plot points that had to be hit by
the actors. The rest of it was improv, and this made the shoot exciting,
to say the least. From concept to first shoot day was five weeks, and
we shot the film in just nine days—a true challenge, but that was our
window of opportunity for our director and DP.
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What was your experience like working with your director?
Justin Baird, our director, came into the process late, and
only had about a week to get to know the story and prepare. He was
great at watching the improv, molding it as necessary, and giving the
actors freedom to create while still keeping them to our story.
Tell us about your fundraising campaign.
We self-financed BKO. We would love people to watch the
movie on Amazon Prime, Snag Films or Google Play to
help us make our money back.
Share with us a funny behind-the-scenes moment?
Sherman and I had our first meeting about the movie at
a very long lunch at a Hollywood restaurant called The
Waffle, and over our 5-hour lunch, discussed and developed the movie
essentially from scratch. Our waitress, Hannah Pierce, caught our eye,
and we chatted with her quite a bit, finding out that she was an actor.
As things turned out, we cast Hannah as Shelly, the barmaid, and
ended up using The Waffle for several key locations—in fact, we spent
our last shoot day there, so you can honestly say that the Mike Case
in: The Big Kiss Off both started and ended at The Waffle! There was
also the hot tub that never got beyond cold, the fake elevator and the
amazing missing bandage, but those are stories for another day!

What was the most difficult part of making the film? And
the most enjoyable?
BKO was the first feature [my wife] Tammy and I
produced, and I was in practically every scene, so my greatest challenge
was keeping those two roles separate, and being in character to the high
degree necessary to play the part. BKO was mostly improv, so I would
say the most enjoyable part was watching my fellow actors creating
amazing scenes, seemingly out of thin air. My cast and crew were
fantastic, and I owe all the movie’s success to them.
Finish this sentence Breaking into Hollywood is all
about....
...perseverance and believing in yourself during the dark
hours. If you believe it, you can be it!

Oktoberfest. The tagline for “Available” is: People are not always
what they seem. Filmed in three states, plus Germany and the Czech
Republic, “Available” is a truly international journey.
www.availablethemovie.com
Angela Marie Hutchinson is the author of various
literary works, including four books, several screenplays
and a plethora of magazine articles in Hollywood &
Vine, Diversity Careers in Engineering & IT and Valley
Lawyer. She resides in Los Angeles with her husband of
twelve years and three young children.

Tell us about your upcoming projects.
I have two films in post-production. “At Granny’s House”
(AGH) is a Hitchcockian thriller about a caregiver with a
dark secret who moves in to help an unsuspecting little old lady. I play
the caregiver’s lover—it’s pretty creepy! The tagline is: Love hurts. I
wrote and directed AGH, and you can learn more about the film here:
www.grannyshousemovie.com.
The other film is a spy thriller, which I also wrote and directed,
called “Available,” about a seemingly normal guy who receives an
invitation from an old flame in Germany for a romantic visit to
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Assisting aspiring professionals in the entertainment industry

Membership provides access t
to

...

Mentorship
Job Referrals
Industry Events
s
Casting Notices
nt
Networking Events
Career Consultation
ati

Network with

:

Actors • Agents • Casting Directors • Managers • Film/TV Investors
A&R •Artists Sound Engineers • Screenwriters • Producers • Directors
Animation Designers • Make-up Artists • Music Artists • Athletes
Music Executives • Film/TV Executives • Editors • Comedians
Book Authors • Musicians • Entertainment Attorneys
Costume/Set Designers

Some of our events include
P.O. Box 3909
Hollywood, CA 90078
phone: 310.712.3459

Actors Mingle with Casting Directors
Music & Film Biz 101
Let’s Chat w/Entertainment HR
Party w/Hollywood’s Elite

:

Get a JOB...In Entertainment!
Casting Director Extravaganza
Writing Fellowships Open Doors!
Authors Mingle w/Literary Agents

www.breakingintohollywood.org

Signing with an Agency

[ Showbiz, Esq. ]

By TIFANIE JODEH
he line between agents and personal managers is almost
invariably crossed, but it is important for talent to know their
rights when dealing with representation.

type expressly set forth in subdivision (b) to an artist under contract with
the talent agency.
It’s also noteworthy to mention that agents are still sometimes eligible
to collect commissions after the agency agreement has ended if the talent is
Role. Talent agents are licensed in the state of California, authorizing them working on a job that the agent procured for them.
to be able to procure employment for their clients. Some examples
Agents do not pay the artist. Instead, a talent’s fee usually comes
of how an agent will procure work include: obtaining employment contracts, from the production company. If the job is union (SAG, WGA, DGA or
submitting clients to casting calls, pitching a client to a producer, writer or
AFTRA) there are rules related to when the payments need to be made to
director for a certain role, packaging a group of clients and put a project
the actors. If the production company delays making the payments, they
together, refer clients to acting schools, promotion/marketing (for example,
may be fined, and additional money paid to the actor. One of the advantagselecting headshots and resumes), arranging for audition tapes/or actor
es of jobs being overseen by one of the actors’ unions is that there are laws
reel and the like. It is the job of agents to move clients from production to
in place to ensure that actors receive payment for their work in a timely
production and to secure for them the best deals in the process. Since talent fashion.
Artists need the sophisticated assistance of agents to help secure
agencies only get paid when the talent they represent gets paid, it is in their
employment opportunities and to assist in navigating the entertainment
best interest to do a good job doing these things. The more work and the
industry. To find a list of licensed talent agents, visit www.agentassociation.
better pay clients get, the better pay the talent agencies receive.
com/frontdoor/agency_licensing.cfmi.
Function. There are different agents for different functions. A talent
agency can represent an artist for a particular category of talent (i.e.,
Tifanie Jodeh is partner at Entertainment Law Group, dedicated to
commercial, theatrical, voiceover, print.) Be sure to know that an agent
corporate, business and entertainment affairs. She can be reached at
must only accept commissions for work they have generated. Don’t allow
Tifanie@entertainmentlawgrp.com.
a voice over agent to collect on theatrical commissions (unless you are only
represented by one agency). Make sure that the agency is reputable and
Tifanie Jodeh grants column recipients permission to copy and
licensed. California Labor Code, Title 8 section 1700.5 states: No person distribute this column and distribute it free of charge, provided
that copies are distributed for educational and non-profit use,
shall engage in or carry on the occupation of a talent agency without first
no changes or revisions are made, all copies clearly attribute the
procuring a license therefor from the Labor Commissioner. The license
article to its author and include its copyright notice. DISshall be posted in a conspicuous place in the office of the licensee. The
CLAIMER: Readers should consult with a lawyer before
license number shall be referred to in any advertisement for the purpose
solely relying on any information contained herein.
of the solicitation of talent for the talent agency. Licenses issued for talent
agencies prior to the effective date of this chapter shall not be invalidated
thereby, but renewals of those licenses shall be obtained in the manner
prescribed by this chapter.
Talent agents often represent hundreds of clients. Their business
is quantity of employment procurement. It is recommended that artists
check in with their agents and be pro-active in knowing about the industry,
casting calls, project development and news.
Fees. In California, talent agents are only allowed to take 10% of an
actor’s gross pay for their agency work (SAG Codified Agency regulation
s rule 16(g)). There is an exemption in print work where talent agents
typically receive a commission of 20%. Before talent signs an agreement, it
is recommended to check to see what the appropriate agency amounts are
in one’s particular state.
Be aware! In some agency contracts, the agent asks to be paid their
commission upfront or to be paid to represent the artist. Do not sign such
an agreement. Talent agents should only get paid from work that the client
books while being represented by the agency. When talent gets paid, the
agent gets paid. California Labor Code, Title 8 section 1700.40 states:
(a) No talent agency shall collect a registration fee. In the event
that a talent agency shall collect from an artist a fee or expenses for
obtaining employment for the artist, and the artist shall fail to procure
the employment, or the artist shall fail to be paid for the employment, the
talent agency shall, upon demand therefor, repay to the artist the fee and
expenses so collected. Unless repayment thereof is made within 48 hours
after demand therefor, the talent agency shall pay to the artist an additional
sum equal to the amount of the fee.
(b) No talent agency may refer an artist to any person, firm, or
corporation in which the talent agency has a direct or indirect financial
interest for other services to be rendered to the artist, including, but not
limited to, photography, audition tapes, demonstration reels or similar
materials, business management, personal management, coaching, dramatic
school, casting or talent brochures, agency-client directories, or other
printing.
(c) No talent agency may accept any referral fee or similar compensation from any person, association, or corporation providing services of any
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CROWDFUNDING
for FILMMAKERS
By

roducing a project is an admirable endeavor to take on. But in
doing so, have you found yourself hitting the proverbial wall of
not having the funds to create your LLC, or to rent a space for
auditions or to get your project’s website started?
Rather than asking friends and family to borrow money that you may
or may not pay back, several websites have popped up allowing independent
producers to ask folks to chip in to help kick-start their business or projects.
The most popular websites in the film community are Kickstarter and
IndieGoGo. Kickstarter only allows you to keep the money you’ve raise
if you meet your original stated goal. On the other hand, IndieGoGo
allows you to keep the raised funds no matter what. Both of these sites
have fees and perks. The commonality is that these sites clearly state that
all contributions are neither a loan nor an investment, but an outright
donation. So donors know in advance that they are not going to get paid
back. The intention is that the project will be completed on time and within
the budget of the funds requested.
Outside of these kick-start sites, many self-producers have been
emailing all around, posting on message boards, etc. asking for funding help.
The problem is that many of these propositions just don’t sound like good
investments. So, let’s turn it around for your project! The most important
aspect of crowd fundraising is to stay personal and not sound like you’re
begging.

Avoid Sending Generic Emails

When trying to turn your contacts into potential supporters (aka funders),
you have to avoid sending generic emails. Instead of emailing this message:
32
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“Hi, this is Joe Actor and I want to make my web series. Please, please
donate to my cause at startmyproject.com. Thanks, Joe”
With the opening greeting… personalize it! Say “Hello” and always
use their first name to make the correspondence less generic. The next line
should state how you know each other. Mention where you last saw each
other or how you were first introduced. If you can’t recall how you know
a person, consider organizing your contacts in Microsoft Outlook or in
a business card binder with categories. There are also industry specific
services like PerformerTrack, which has a section that records all of your
interactions with contacts (i.e. meetings, appointments, auditions, bookings,
etc.) into a History folder, making staying in touch so much easier.

Sell the Supporter

The obvious way to sell a potential funder is to give them a description of
your project and how the funds will be used. Another important aspect of
selling the project is making your supporter know that if they contribute,
you will follow through. One way to relieve the question of “Why do you
deserve my money?” is to let your contacts know what you have been up
to in the last few months as it relates to your career. In other words, use
a career update as a way to sell yourself. And remember, be specific and
realistic. This shows you have a plan that you can easily attain.
For example, you might include in your email: “I just finished a table
read for my webisode with a great response and some fantastic notes on
updating my script. After having wrapped in 2011 with 5 co-star roles, I’ve
decided it’s time to cast myself as the lead in a romantic comedy short film
(or web series, etc.) My script just won best screenplay at the Hollywood &

Vine festival. And since I don’t want to wait for someone to make it happen
for me, I’ve given myself a deadline to produce my project, starting on June
1, 2012 and wrapping on August 1, 2012.”

Sprinkle in Professional Goodness

Have you attached any credible talent that will bolster your project? If so,
shout about it! Include the information on your crowdfunding website
page for the project or in an email to your supporter. Here are some options
of what to say:
• I’ve attached the following actors and here are links to their IMDb
pages. (This is another great way to get folks clicking on your IMDb
page without begging. Also, this is a good reason to make sure your
bio on there and credits are current.)
• I’ve been in talks with director [his/her full name] to direct, and he/
she recently won an award at several festivals. (Also, make sure that
any talent you include is realistic for your project in terms of budget
and your industry contacts.)
• I’ve flushed out my budget and just finished taking a UCLA course
on working with the Red Cam.

Promote Your Track Record

Here are some of the questions potential funders might ask: What have
you done lately? How do I know that you are going to start and finish this
project? What has your team of folks that you hope to work with done?”
Having thorough answers to these questions makes an investor want to
invest in you vs. others who may have similar funding requests.
Here are some examples of what you can say:
• 2011 was a great year for me. I completed 3 screenplays, produced
table reads for them and have submitted them to 6 festivals.
• The director I’ve attached was nominated for his work on [name the
project]. (Attach a link to the trailer, some press interviews, reviews, etc.)
• I’ve already gotten a jump start on this project: I’ve had a table read;
I am revising the script; I signed up with MailerLite (or Constant
Contact or iContact) and I will be sending a quarterly newsletter
with updates.
• I’ve also designed and launched a social media page on Twitter and
Facebook, where I am growing my followers and fans. And I’ve

created a Vimeo account just for the project. I’ll be sharing photos and
videos there [or list your crodwfunding website] until I have the funds
allocated for building and maintaining a professional website for the
project.

Share the Benefits

When closing your funding request, let your contacts know how they
will benefit from helping you get closer to your dreams of producing your
project. Here are some gratitude perks for your funders:
• Thank them or their business on all press attached to the project,
and ensure inclusion into your project’s press releases, website or
mention at a live event.
• Invite those who donate to have their logos on your project’s Step
& Repeat Banner (an inexpensive way of advertising on high quality
vinyl banner) to be used at the project’s screenings and premieres.
• Offer them a “Special Thanks” or “Associate Producer” credit
(depending on the level of their donation) in the production’s credit
roll and on the project’s IMDb page.

Let Performer Track Help

Signing up with an account for PerformerTrack (www.performertrack.com)
can be extremely beneficial. As soon as you meet someone (Remember,
folks who are not family, friends or in the business are fans!), you can add
their contact info into PerformerTrack’s quick links to IMDb, Google, and
YouTube, and do research on them. Then, send them a follow-up email
and make it personal, asking them something about themselves or what
they have been working on this past year. When you are ready to let them
know about your crowdfunding request, they will remember who you are,
what you are doing and be more likely to invest in your project.
If you are already on the self-promoting trail such as postcarding or
sending quarterly newsletter updates, keep these folks in those lists, then
export your categorized contact list in PerformerTrack to easily do targeted
e-mail blasts and print mailing labels. Be sure to update your contact’s
mailing addresses if they are ever returned to you.
Now that you have more than enough information and tools to amp
up your crowdfunding requests, go get funded and good luck with your
campaign!

Below-the-Line
Below-the-Line (BTL) is an accounting term that refers to an imaginery line differentiating between
those who have control over the creative influence of a film compared to those who perform the actual
production duties of making the film. Some of the BTL departments include editors, hair and makeup, wardrobe, grip and electric, and lighting and camera. BTL costs are usually fixed. For example,
prices for camera equipment, grip truck rentals and production design materials are offered at fixed
rates. Above-the-line costs vary and the prices are generally negotiated before principal photography
begins. Above-the-line talent include writers, directors, cast and producers, except line producers who
are usually considered below-the-line. On some production budget worksheets, an actual thick line is
drawn between below-the-line and above-the-line items—often thought of as the dividing line of power
within filmmaking.
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[ Casting Office ]

AUDITION
DON’Ts
& DOs
By CHARLES MACEO

While a casting office is typically thought of as the office for a casting director, the Hollywood & Vine casting office is a column run by actors.
These talented artists will go inside the minds of casting professionals to unveil insight about the business of acting and a more accurate
perspective of the casting process. If actors have a question they would like to ask the casting office, email casting@hollywoodvinemag.com.

asting gurus Pamela Frazier and Natasha Ward of Frazier/Ward
Casting have teamed up to become one of the most powerful casting
director teams in the business. Pamela Frazier has cast such films as
“The Notorious B.I.G.,” “Stomp The Yard,” “We the Party,” “Beauty
Shop,” “The Firehouse Dog,” “The New Guy,” “Collateral Damage” and
“Radio,” as well as a range of TV series, movies of the week (MOWs),
and reality series such as VH1 docu-reality hit “What Chilli Wants” and
MTV’s “Disaster Date”. Other television series include “Big Shots” and
“Alias” (ABC), “Mad TV” (FOX), “Resurrection Blvd” (Showtime), “Arliss”
(HBO) and many others. Frazier is also a talent executive and producer for
Eyeboogie Incorporated, one of the largest entertainment web companies
in Hollywood. She has hit shows on the web for VH1, MSN, Reveille,
Comedy.com, Versus, TruTV, Yahoo!, Bing! and Reelz TV along with such
brands as Microsoft, Subway, and Toyota.
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Natasha Ward has worked as a Casting Director and Casting Associate on a plethora of studio films, including “Roll Bounce,” “House Bunny,”
“Obsessed,” “Big Momma’s House 3”, “Lottery Ticket,” “This Christmas,”
“Stomp The Yard 2,” “Blood & Bone,” and “Our Family Wedding” to name
a few. She has also cast several independent films and worked on countless
TV shows, such as “Cold Case” (CBS) and “October Road” (ABC). In addition, Ward has also cast AFI shorts, USC shorts, web series, music videos
and a host of commercials; she also produces stand-up comedy shows.
Now, let’s go inside the Hollywood & Vine casting office to learn the
DOs and DON’Ts of auditioning. Frazier and Ward recently emailed a
D&D list for actors. Check out the iPads below to find out their 10 tips!
Then, take a moment to reflect on the casting office notes from this month’s
columnist, SAG and AEA actor Charles Maceo.

Pamela’s DON’Ts

Natasha’s DOs

1.Be Late for Audition
2. Shake Hands with Casting Director
3. Talk Too Much (Due to Nerves)
4. Wear Inappropriate Clothing
5. Wear Strong Perfume or Cologne
6. Rush Through Your Scene
7. Miss an Opportunity to Audition
8. Lie on Your resume
9. Believe the Hype! (Do Your Own Re
search)
10. Miss the Boat by Not Being Prepared!

1. Know the Art of Acting
2. Continue to Study Your Craft
3. Treat Your Craft as a Business
4. Keep a Strong Mind, Body and Spirit
5. Always Be Humble
6. Network with Other Actors
7. Always be Prepared
8. Ask Questions about Your Scene to Make
the Right Choices
9. Have the Right Headshots
10. Be Optimistic!
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Casting Office Notes

As a frequently auditioning actor, Maceo shares his thoughts on the casting
guros’ lists. “Always be humble.” That’s easily one of my favorite DOs. I’ve
seen and known an infinite amount of actors draw a map of Hollywood
and sharpie themselves dead smack as the center of it. Regardless if we’ve
studied at a renowned university or with a Larry Moss type or have been
deemed as an actor with Oscar worthy talent, one must respect the process.
As many of us know, this industry is filled with infrequent highs but a
plethora of valleys. Keeping a humble heart will deter us from such beliefs
as “I don’t need to take an acting class. I have a MFA,” or “I love my headshots. I don’t understand why my agent detests them.” It’s way too easy to
feel like the industry owes us something as if we are the only aspiring actor
trying to turn a passion into a career. Whether it’s a scene study class or
casting workshop, we have to get in there and grow.
Let’s face it: if we are not taking practical steps every single day towards cementing a place in entertainment, we’ve chosen the wrong industry.
We must study the art of acting but as Natasha points out, we must also
know the business. Whether it’s taking a workshop with a casting director
or hiring a career/life coach to help crystallize our vision, that’s the commitment we as actors need to make. And since the aforementioned likely
involves money, it’s what I’ve known many actor friends to dogmatically
state, “I’m not paying to meet a casting director or for someone to help me
with my image.” That’s like a young, broke, unknown Bill Gates saying, “I
want to start my Apple company but I don’t want to pay for advertising.”
Continue to cultivate your acting chops but also stay in tune with what
makes one business savvy. As some may say, this is called show business…
not show art.

Venturing off into the land of DON’Ts, Pamela has haiku-ed her
years of experience into a short list that could have some longstanding
effects on our careers. After pondering her responses, I couldn’t help but
assume that she has seen countless actors and actresses in this industry
emphasize the irrelevant. I mean, just think about what she’s mentioning:
shaking hands, striking up nervous laden conservations that don’t know
brevity, unnecessary and perhaps revealing clothing, strong stenches, and
worst of them all: lying.
Is this what our acting professors and coaches preached to us? Do
the Stanislavky’s and Uta Hagan’s of the world urge us to spray pounds of
Calvin Klein’s newest fragrance in order to find rich sub-text from those
sides we desperately want to nail with our artistic hammer? Is that voice
from deep within our spirits really urging us to fall victim to mendacity and
conjure up fantasized credits on our resumes in order to appear more marketable and hirable? If you’re being completely honest, a resounding “No”
just piped out of your lips. I know and have seen many actors who have
fallen into the-oh-so easy trap of making a lasting impression, and define it
by doing (and saying) things which have no absolute bearing on the work.
To intentionally or unintentionally do these “DON’Ts,” implies that
we don’t trust ourselves, our talent, our capabilities or our experiences.
Therefore, we give into forging a credit onto a resume or trying to give a
casting director a high five and a chest bump (or even worse) as if that was
going to help us when in reality…it may hurt us. What I’m hearing from
Pamela is that we must be confident in who we are. Be prompt. Do the
grunt work on the sides in order to be utterly prepared for the audition.
There are a whole bunch of actors swimming in the murky waters of Hollywood and many are even back at shore of Obsolete-ville. In case you are
wondering why, Pamela said it best: they missed the boat.
Charles Maceo is a SAG and AEA actor based in Los
Angeles with national and regional stage credits which
includes runs at the award-winning Actors Co-Op along
with The Company of Angels. Maceo has also landed
numerous lead roles in independent films. In addition to
his acting work, he serves as an acting teacher for at-risk
inner-city youth through the non-profit, City Hearts. “Glee”
star, Max Adler, recently joined Maceo in a day of teaching
Shakespeare to a group of third graders who were also invited to showcase their
talents to agents at the William Morris Endeavor screening room.

It’s Hollywood, Baby!

“

I’m on Hiatus
and need a P.A. job.
Can you help?”
~ Unemployed Production
Assistant, Studio City

			
ell me, how many jobs
			
are you applying for a
			
day? Two or three,
			
or maybe five? You
need to apply for at least 20
jobs a day. Every day, all day, until you get hired! Getting a job
is a job in and of itself. And submitting your resume to the
postings on Entertainment Careers, Showbiz Jobs, Journalism
Jobs, Media Bistro, Career Builder, ProductionHUB, or even
Craigslist isn’t going to cut it. Now, I do hope you are utilizing
all of those websites as well as the industry job list (formerly
entitled, “The UTA Job List,” which you can get for free via this
website: www.tempdiaries.com/p/job-list.html).
		 If you want an industry job ASAP, joining the online pool
of applicants will only get you so far. The days of applying for
an entertainment job on Monster are practically obsolete, if ever
legit at all. In addition to your electronic submissions, search
the internet for the names of the companies’ hiring managers.
Fax them directly or mail a hard copy of your resume and cover
letter, stating the position you already applied for through the
company’s website.
		 After you have submitted for every applicable job
online, get out of your studio city apartment and schmooze.
Remember, “It’s Hollywood, Baby!” It’s not what you know, but
who you know and who knows you. The best way to get a job
is through a referral. Tell everyone you know that you need a “J
O B.” Send out an e-blast email with that in the subject to your
contacts and friends (and please use the Bcc option!).
		 Creating and nurturing relationships in Hollywood is
crucial. If you don’t master the art of networking, the art
of failure will master you. Volunteer to help on projects
with colleagues and mentors. Attend seminars, mixers, and
screenings. Crash a film set and leave a few of your resumes
with the production crew. Network, network, network!
		 Flocks of actors, writers, and musicians move back to their
hometowns because they can’t survive the Los Angeles heat,
which is hotter than Miami, New York, Chicago and any other
glam city combined. To avoid migration, follow the mulatto
lyrics of Sheryl Crow and Eminem: “Get your 45 (sunblock)
on...You only get one shot (chance)!”

For candid industry advice, email
hollywoodbaby@hollywoodvinemag.com.
Winter 2015
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The Business of Hair &
Make-up Artistry

By KATRINA DIAMOND
& JESSICA NIN

C

elebrity actresses often express to
aspiring starlets the importance of
finding the perfect hair stylist, makeup
artist and even photographer. It has
taken some stars years to find the right beauty
team. Today, websites like ProductionHUB
benefit not only celebrities and entertainment
companies, but also industry professionals and
artistic talent at various levels.
Hair stylists and makeup artists should
brush up on their skills within an ever-growing
career path. They work diligently to smooth out
every imperfection, bring out the best in every
model, and to transform actors into their characters. What can these artists do to bring out the
best in their own career?
While the hair and makeup industry might
seem all glitz and glam, behind the film and TV
sets, it’s still quite a competitive career for those
trying to make it big. Marketing one’s talents as
a professional is just as crucial and important as
being up to date on industry makeup trends, hair
styles and even technology.
Industry professionals use ProductionHUB
(the search engine for media and entertainment)
to help find the hair/makeup artists for their
production needs. Studios, TV stations and
ad agencies across the U.S. frequently use the
Request Engine to find makeup artists and hair
stylists. Since 2008 alone, the amount of people
using ProductionHUB’s Request Engine to hire
professional hair and makeup artists for their
production projects has tripled.
With the amount of artists creating a profile
on the site doubling over the past three years,
36
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the hair and makeup industry shows no signs
of slowing down. Major companies like MTV
and Disney as well as talk shows such as “Good
Morning America” are constantly looking to hire
hair stylists and makeup artists.
So how can an up-and-coming or veteran
artist stay in the spotlight? By cultivating their
talents, using niche job industry sites to their
advantage and maintaining the relationships they
have, while also trying to attract new clientele at
the same time.

“A multi-million
dollar empire.”

“I love ProductionHUB,” says Tai Shane,
makeup artist and hair stylist in Las Vegas. “I use
them all the time. I posted my profile on their
site and people started emailing me with job
offers. I am very happy with what the website
has done for me and the job opportunities I’ve
received.”
Some artists do not have the luxury of
living in the most popular cities for pursuing an
entertainment career. That’s why such hair and
makeup professionals should utilize industry
sites that are searchable around the globe. Industry sites like ProductionHUB can help expose
one’s talents internationally. With over 2,000
profiles in ProductionHUB’s Hair and Makeup
category alone, there is no denying the beauty
industry is an ever-growing specialty on the site.
Hair and makeup artists can add headshots,

show off work with video reels or still photos
and display a list of clientele—making it easy
for productions and companies to hire them
directly from their profile to work at an event or
on a film/TV shoot. Whether it’s for a thriller,
comedy or drama, thousands of hair and makeup
artists are waiting to show off their dazzling
talents at a moment’s notice.
“Whenever I’m traveling, I always look for
makeup artists since those are the hardest for
me to find on the road, and ProductionHUB
helps me find the professionals I need,” says Dave
Sapp, Producer/Director of “Good Morning
America” and “MTV Docs.” He continues, “I’m
able to find a make up artist, no matter what city
I’m in with the help of ProductionHUB.”
Finding a job in a world full of hairspray, lip
gloss and everything in between can be quite a
challenge, especially since it seems to be increasing in competition. Being successful in the beauty
industry is possible by reading up on tips, tricks
and advice from those who have been down the
same track, and using niche industry sites to help
market ones self is always essential in adding
exposure to one’s talents. No matter what level
an artists is, having credentials online is a must.
After all, never know who you’ll bump into in
this ever-changing world of glitz and glamour.

Magical Hideaway

Rooftop Poolside

Malibu Lifestyle

Cafe Bizou
(at The Water Gardens)
2450 Colorado Ave.
Santa Monica
Pasadena & Sherman Oaks locations.

The Standard
550 S. Flower St.
Los Angeles
Offers a breathtaking panoramic
view of Los Angeles along with
disco music and retro waterbed
pods for sunbathing with
friends. Meet up in the day at
the poolside lounge for casual
business meetings. Nightlife at
the Standard is an upscale club
atmosphere.

L.A. Live

Malibu Country Mart (MCM)
3835 Cross Creek Rd.
Malibu
Surrounded by majestic
mountains and the Malibu
beach shoreline, MCM is a
six-acre outdoor lifestyle
center with high-end
boutique shopping and
restaurants, along with a
picnic area and quaint park
where celebrities can play
with their children.

It’s Broadway!

The GRAMMY Museum
800 W. Olympic Blvd.
Los Angeles
The GRAMMY Museum explores
and celebrates the enduring
legacies of all forms of music in
addition to the creative process,
the art and technology of the
recording process, and the history
of the GRAMMY Awards, the
premier recognition of recorded
music accomplishment.

Pantages Theatre
6233 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood

Cafe Bizou prides itself with providing
top quality service and Californiastyle French cuisine. It’s the perfect
setting for exclusive business
meetings and intimate celebrations.
At the Santa Monica location, the
after-dining experience can be just
as enjoyable—take dessert to go and
stroll throughout the splendorous
water gardens.

Bon Appétit

Aroma Coffee & Tea
Company
8221 W. Third St.
Los Angeles

Antipasta
Rustico:
Buffalo
mozzarella,
cherry tomatoes,
kalamata olives,
roasted bell
peppers, and
thinly sliced
prosciutto
with crostinis
drizzled with
a balsamic
reduction.

Using only market-fresh
ingredients, Aroma’s menu offers
a wide variety of delicious foods.
A chic ambience with daily
industry crowds from 7 a.m. to
11 p.m. Known as a celebrity
hotspot and a great place to
eavesdrop on industry gossip
and business deals.

Minneapolis, Toronto and Tacoma locations.

Located at Hollywood and Vine, the Pantages
Theatre has a history as grand and diverse
as the stage, which audiences have flocked
to enjoy since its opening on June 4, 1930.
Winter 2015
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6100 Hollywood Boulevard
			

STANLEY KRAMER
Producer/Director

September 29, 1913 – February 19, 2001
(Kramer died of pneumonia)

ography
Kramer’s autobi
ritten by
with foreword w
Sidney Poitier.

tanley Kramer was the
first celebrity to receive
			
a star on the Hollywood
Walk of Fame on March
			
28, 1960, near the
intersection of Hollywood Boulevard
and Gower Street at 6100 Hollywood
Blvd. A native of New York, Kramer
moved to California to explore
opportunities in filmmaking. He was
a producer and director well known
for his socially
conscious groundbreaking films.
		Kramer’s
most successful
movie as an
independent
director was the
original “Guess
Who’s Coming to
Dinner,” featuring
Katharine Hepburn, Spencer Tracey
and Sidney Poitier. The film won eight
Academy Awards. Kramer produced
and directed movies that addressed
subjects and topics others would not
dare touch at that time.
Kramer’s most recognized
movies are those of the 50s and 60s,
which included the Oscar-winning
and controversial movie “High Noon,”
co-produced by a former Communist
Party member. The movie was hailed
non-American because of Kramer’s
co- producer’s affiliation with the
Communist Party and his failure to
give names of other Communist Party
members.
Kramer’s film career began early
when he earned an internship with
20th Century Fox as a writer and
then as a production assistant in
Universal’s art department. He then
moved on to form his independent
film company Screen Plays Inc., after
avoiding being drafted into the army
by joining the army’s film unit. While
directing “High Noon,” Kramer landed
a contract with Columbia Pictures
to produce a number of movies.
However, after several financially

[ Walk of Fame ]

By SHAKEILA BEARD

unsuccessful films, Kramer’s
relationship with Columbia became
strained and he eventually severed
his ties.
Kramer worked with many
award-winning actors during his
directing and producing days. He
is also known as an elite in the film
industry. There has been great debate
as to whether or not Kramer’s star
was the first star on the Walk of
Fame, but according
to the Hollywood
Chamber of
Commerce, Kramer’s
star was indeed the
first star cemented
onto the walk.
Some film
critics recognize
Kramer as a hero
of the 50s. Director
Steven Spielberg described Kramer
as “one of our great filmmakers, not
just for the art and passion he put
on screen, but for the impact he has
made on the conscience of the world.”
Other film critics described Kramer’s
work as devitalizing to society.
What remains true is that
Kramer had a dream and pursued
it until he achieved it. Kramer was
noted as saying that he was always
pursuing the next dream, hunting
for the next truth, as should any
industry professional. Hollywood &
Vine acknowledges the passion and
tenacity of Stanley Kramer.

Stanley Kramer’s star for the
motion picture category.
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